Production planning and scheduling seminar

Prof. Lars Mönch
Chair of Enterprise-wide Software Systems, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Hagen, Germany

Chair: Prof. Chen-Fu Chien
Date: March 20 (Wednesday) 19:00 ~ 21:00
Location: Room 904, Engineering Building I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 19:00 ~    | • Speech by Prof. Lars Mönch  
“Scheduling Semiconductor Manufacturing Operations”  
• Q&A                                                                |
| 20:00      | 20:00 ~ 20:30  
• Paper presentation by Mr. Che-Wei Chou (PhD candidate)  
“A Multi-objective Hybrid Genetic Algorithm for TFT-LCD Module Assembly Scheduling Problem”  
• Paper presentation by Mr. Thitipong Jamrus (PhD candidate)  
“Multistage Production Distribution under Uncertainty Demands with Extended Priority-Based GA Approach”  
20:30 ~ 21:00  
Open discussion |

Contact: Mr. Ying-Jen Chen (03-5715131 #33942)